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Abstract— A efficient grid-tied inverters must meet severe
controller performance in both transient and steady state
circumstances. Grid-tied inverters have been subjected to a
plethora of control methods. There are, however, just a few
books that examine the review on these grids connected
inverter control systems and their categorization, especially in
light of current breakthroughs in this field. An investigation of
grid-tied inverter control methods is presented in this study.
These grids connected inverter control systems are classed and
compared as reference frame, modulation mechanism,
implementation platform, control strategy, output filter of
inverter, and controller. The pros and cons of these
characteristics are discussed and contrasted. Then, the most
essential properties of these parameters were provided in a
table to indicate which parameters may be employed in
different grid-tied inverter control systems. Simulation of grid
connected converter with dq control method is discussed to
control the real power and reactive power in system using
MATLAB Simulink.

Keywords—Grid connection, Synchronous reference frame,
Controllers, Feedback loop, Reactive power control.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the world's population grows, so do the challenges
associated with energy distribution, including grid
instability, outages, and so on [1]. Distributed energy
generation systems (DEGS) provide grids with more
adaptability, balance, and stability in response to these
issues. In addition, it may enhance network management
and minimize carbon emissions [2]. DEGS include wind
turbine systems, photovoltaic systems, and energy storage
systems such as battery banks, fuel cells, and active filters.

It is required to change the system's DC output voltage to
AC before it can be discharged to the grid or utilized to
power diverse loads. Grid-connected DEGS need inverters
that change the DC current and voltage to AC and distribute
them to the grid, therefore inverters are critical. Before it is
sent out, the provided energy must be checked for certain
qualities and criteria. A proper controller must be used for
inverters that change the sort of energy and power they
produce. There is a direct connection between DEGS's
inverter and the grid's control system. The DEGS output
should be as sinusoidal as feasible since the waveform of
grid are AC and sinusoidal.

If DEGS is connected to the grid without an appropriate

controller, it may cause a wide range of issues, including grid
instability and disruption. Consequently, the grid distortions
should be able to be eliminated by these solutions. This
requires a high-speed controller and a compatibility algorithm.

Additionally, the controller's design is fundamental and
significant. The controller's ineffective design is to blame for
the grid's instability and failure. Grid distortion can only be
countered by an appropriate controller [1].

The overall structure of distributed systems is shown in Fig. 1.
It's possible that the electricity generated by the generating
system may be distributed to either a utility network or a local
load [1].

It is possible to split the control of a distributed system
into the following two key categories.

1. Controller in Source side: A controller on the input
side aims to extract the highest amount of power possible
from a given source of energy. This controller must also
safeguard the source side converter.

2. Controller in grid-side and it is capable of the
following functions:

a. grid synchronization.
b. management of real power provided to grid.
c. reactive power control transferred between grid and

DEGS.
d. DC-link voltage control.
e. assurance of good quality power injected to grid.,

RES utilization is
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Figure 1. Control structure of the distributed energy
generation system

All the properties described above should be present in a
grid-side converter. Essential services, such as active
filtering, voltage harmonic correction, local frequency, and
voltage control, may also be requested by the grid operator
[1].

In this study, several grid-connected inverter control
methods are examined, and solutions for grid-tied inverter
control are reviewed. These control systems are categorized
and contrasted as a output filter of the inverter,
implementation platform, modulation mechanism,
reference frame, control strategy, and controller.
Comparison of the pros and cons of various characteristics
is made clear. This information is given in a table to
indicate which parameters may be utilized in different
control systems in grid-tied inverters.

Comparing several distributed generating systems in order
to discover the differences, benefits, and drawbacks of each
system in order to choose the best control system is what
motivates us to write this evaluation. As a result, in
Sections 2 and 3, we'll look at how different control
systems classify and compare their techniques and
parameters. There will be a table in section 4 comparing the
various control mechanisms described in reliable scientific
journals to the overall table in section 3. Simulation results
are presented in section5. Section 6 concludes with a
statement.

II. REVIEW ON VARIOUS CONTROL METHOD
FOR GRID CONNECTED INVERTER

There are a wide range of variables that may be used to
evaluate and compare various control systems.

Various parameters, such as controller, implementation,
modulation mechanism, output filter, reference frame, and
control strategy are discussed below. In the next section,
the controllers will be categorized and described in detail.

2.1 Platform of controller

There are benefits and drawbacks to each of the control
systems that may be implemented on either an analogue or
digital platform:

2.1.1 Analog controller

By Using Laplace transformation or time-continuous
analysis, it is obvious that analogue signals serve as the
system's input and output. This platform's merits
include its resistance to failure or crash, its great
dynamic range, its ability to analyze data continuously,
and the availability of diagnostic instruments.

Other flaws include the inability to design comparison
logic and intelligent control systems, as well as the
inability to do MIMO.

2.1.2 Digital controller

Z-transformation or time discrete analyses are often
used to examine and develop the digital signals used by
the control system for the platform's digital
implementation. Flexibility and rapid creation, as well
as ease of comparison logic and intelligent control
systems are all advantages that digital platforms have
over their analogue counterparts. Additionally, this

platform has a poor processing speed, a limited dynamic
range, and unintuitive software interfaces.

The following are three types of digital implementation
technologies often seen in industrial control systems:

1. Based on a DSP controller [3–5]

2. Based on a FPGA controller [6-8]

3. Based on a microcontroller [9-11]

In the most reliable scientific literature, DSP-based
implementation is the most often cited. These articles often
employ fixed-point arithmetic to handle data, although more
capable

2.2 control system based on theory of reference frame
In grid-connected systems that are well-suited with the
distributed system, control systems may be realized in single
phase and three-phase distributed systems. single phase and
three-phase distributed systems may be transformed into other
systems in order to offer a specific capacity for control systems
as well as to ease the design process.

2.2.1 Synchronous reference frame
In three-phase systems, this framework is used exactly
as in three-phase systems, with no modifications.
Current per phase in an ABC frame requires its own
controller, but the dela or star connection of three-
phase distributed systems must be taken into
consideration when designing control systems. This
system makes use of non-linear controllers because of
the rapid dynamic response they provide.
2.2.2 direct & quadrature reference frame
An abc frame may be transformed into a dq frame
using the Park transformation method. These
waveforms are shifted into a reference frame that
moves in tandem with the grid voltage when this
transformation is applied. Control variables are
converted into DC variables in this way, allowing them
to be filtered and manipulated more simply. The
rotating reference frame is shown in Fig. 2

Figure 2. Grid connected Inverter with synchronous rotating
reference frame

2.2.3 Alpha -beta reference frame
Typically, this frame is employed in three-phase
systems, although it may also be used artificially in one-
phase systems. An abc or single-phase frame may be
transformed into a - frame using the Clark
transformation. There is a reference frame known as a
stationary reference frame that is created when the grid
current is altered. Sinusoidal values are created as a
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result of this kind of management. A schematic
diagram is shown in Fig. 3 depicting the overall
construction of the stationary reference frame.

Figure 3. Grid connected Inverter with Stationary reference
frame

2.3 Inverter Filter

Using an output filter, semiconductor switching generates
less current harmonics. Filter inductors (L) and
combinations with capacitors (LC, LCL) may be used to
connect to the output of an inverter. [13]

2.3.1 Inductor Filter

For converters with high switching frequencies, the
attenuation provided by the L-filter makes it an
ideal first-order filter. Inductance, on the other hand,
significantly reduces the converter- filter system's
dynamic range.

2.3.2 Inductor -Capacitor Filter

In terms of damping behavior, the LC-filter is superior
than the L-filter. This basic topology is straightforward
to create and frequently works without difficulties
without any troubles at all. It is a compromise between
the inductance and the capacity that went into making
this filter. Voltage quality is improved by having a large
capacity. In contrast, a greater inductance value is
required to achieve the desired cut-off frequency.
Depending on the impedance of the supply grid, this
filter's resonance frequency changes.

2.3.3 Inductor-Capacitor-Inductor Filter

The inverter may operate at a lower switching frequency
when the LCL-filter is present. Improved grid-filter
decoupling is another benefit of this design. This filter
has strong current ripple attenuation despite its tiny
inductance values. However, it has the potential to cause
the system to become unstable and resonant. As a result,
the LCL filter must be properly tailored to the inverter
in question.

2.4. Method of Control
It is important to have a control system in place to

guarantee that stored or injected electricity maintains its high
quality. Equivalently, in order to compensate for grid
harmonics and the network phase mismatch between voltage
and current, capacitors and inductors must be used as loads.
The output current of the inverter, the grid current, the load
current, or any other node current may be regulated in this
manner. As a result of these capabilities, the inverter's
structure and its control system should be able to take use of
the aforementioned capabilities. A phase- locked loop should
be used to integrate the grid voltage phase into the control
system. As a result, the fundamental reference current and
the grid are synchronized using a PLL. Following is a
breakdown of the parameters in the control strategy:

2.4.1 Number of loops in feedback
Single-loop and multi-loop control systems are most
often implemented as closed-loop systems, described as
follows [14],

When just one parameter is regulated in a single-
loop system, the simplistic and low-cost design results
in poor performance. In order to optimize the

performance of these systems, additional factors outside
the primary feedback loop are used. Two feedback loops
are employed in this control-based strategy. The structure
of these controllers might include a variety of loops, as

their name implies. Fig. 6 depicts a basic example with a
single inner and outer loop. The dynamic performance of
a system is enhanced when the inner loops have a broader
bandwidth than the outer loops. As a result of the many
sensors used, this form of control is more costly than
others.

2.4.2 Parameters Under control

As previously stated, the control system is in charge of
carrying out its functions in systems linked to the grid.
The grid-connected inverter's control system performs one
of the most significant functions of controlling the
parameters of voltage, current, and power that may
regulate one or more of these parameters based on the
required demand from a control system.

2.4.2.1 Control of Voltage

Voltage harmonics are removed, and a suitable
amplitude and waveform are injected using this
process, which keeps the voltage under control.
Photovoltaic and wind turbine systems use this
technology extensively on the inverter's input side.

2.4.2.2 Control of current
The current may be regulated in this manner.
Additionally, the present harmonics are omitted using
this technique. An active filter and energy storage
technologies are used on the grid side of things in this
manner.

2.4.2.3 Control of power
As a result, active and reactive power may be
precisely managed and utilized to provide and store
the desired amount of energy to and from the power
grid. In addition, the use of DPGS and energy storage
devices is a factor.

2.5 Methods on Modulation

Harmonic reduction is a major challenge in the
development of power electronic converters. Harmonic
reduction in high power converters may be achieved in part
via the use of PWM control methods.

PWM methods are used to create a sinusoidal output wave
with a predetermined frequency and amplitude.

It's possible to divide the process of creating PWM into
two distinct categories: triangle comparison-based (TCPWM)
and spatial vector-based (SVR) (SVPWM). An output with a
high fundamental component and a low harmonic component
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is the ultimate objective of any modulation method. As a
PWM technique, VLUT is presented in [6].

When a reference modulating signal is compared to a
common triangular carrier in TCPWM techniques, PWM
pulses may be created. Compared to the modulating signal,
the carrier signal has a much higher frequency. The basic
component of the grid is controlled by the modulating
signal's frequency and magnitude change. PWM and SPWM
are two options that come to mind.

A rotating reference vector is used in SVPWM
algorithms to supply the reference. Grid-side fundamental
component frequency and magnitude are regulated by
reference vector frequency and magnitude in this scenario.
SVM was first designed for three-phase inverters as a vector
approach to PWM. Sinusoidal waves may be generated
using more sophisticated techniques that result in a reduced
total harmonic distortion (THD).

Introducing the voltage look-up table approach, a brand-
new PWM technology introduced in [6]. Voltage reference
for converters may be obtained using this approach based on
current reference. As a result of its adaptability and
simplicity as well as the load situation, this technology has a
significant benefit. In addition, the switching frequency in
the VLUT approach is much lower than in the other
methods.

III. REVIEW BASED ON CONTROLLERS

In the absence of an appropriate controller, connecting a
distributed system to the grid may cause a variety of issues,
including grid instability and disruption. The controllers are
categorized into six groups based on their intended use. A
few of these controls may be found in other classes [16].

Linear controllers are part of a group that has linear
system characteristics. In order to study and construct these
types of controllers, we use the usual feedback control
theory.

For example, linear systems and control theory rely on
the use of linear controllers such as those described above,
which are based on the concept of proportional and integral-
derivative controllers. traditional controller is used in [3–
6,17–28].

There are a lot of similarities between PR and PI
controllers. When it comes to integration, there is a big
difference. When using a PR controller, only frequencies
that are very near to the resonant frequency are integrated by
the integrator. Because of this, stationary errors or phase
shifts are not included [29-41].

Combining a linear-quadratic regulator with a Kalman
filter is the LQG controller (LQR). These two may be
calculated and developed individually thanks to the
separation concept.

Both linearly time-varying and linearly time-invariant
systems may be controlled using LQG. Linear feedback
controllers for nonlinear uncertain systems may be designed
by applying LQG control to LTV systems [42]. In [43,44],
the control system employs this strategy.

When compared to simple linear controllers, non-linear
controllers are a lot more difficult to install and design
because of their complex behavior.

It is possible to regulate the output voltage of a PWM
inverter using Sliding Mode Control (SMC). The technique's

ability to withstand changes in load and parameters is one of
its key features. In the ideal instance, invariant steady-state
response is possible. On the other hand, finding a surface
suitable for gliding is a difficult task. SMC's performance will
suffer if the sample rate is too low. When tracking a
changeable reference, the SMC approach suffers from the
chattering issue. As a result, total system efficiency will be
reduced [14]. This controller may be found in [45–50].

Using the feedback linearization method, it is simple to
develop nonlinear controllers since it converts a nonlinear
system into a partially or completely linear one (PFL
Controller). This may be done by eliminating the system's
nonlinearities. Consequently, linear controller design
approaches may be used to these systems. It is termed
precise feedback linearization when the nonlinear system is
turned into a completely linear system, and it is called
partial feedback linearization when the nonlinear system is
transformed into a partly linear system [51]. [51,52]. The
PFL controller is utilized in [51,52].

Nonlinear controllers include hysteresis controllers. In
order to use a hysteresis controller, a controller adaptive
band with a fixed switching frequency must be created. The
controller's output is the status of the switches, therefore
keeping an eye on the isolated neutral is crucial [1]. [53–58]
make use of this particular controller.

Control theory based on the idea that controllers should
be designed to deal with uncertainty is known as "robust
control." These approaches are aimed at ensuring reliable
performance and/or stability even in the face of large
modelling mistakes. The robust control relies on well-
defined criteria, descriptions, and boundaries. This
controller can provide strong stability and performance of
closed loop systems even in multivariable systems [59].

H-infinity approaches may be used to address control
problems by treating them as optimization problems. In
multivariable systems, H-infinity approaches are useful. In
spite of

this, it requires a high level of computing complexity and
a solid model of the system to be managed. It's also common
that nonlinear restrictions get unaddressed [60]. [61–64]
make use of this controller.

The impact of both structured and unstructured
uncertainty on the system's performance may be examined
using the Mu-synthesis technique. The controller is built
using the concept of a structured single value in this way.
The method's earlier energy and power applications may be
found in [63] and [65].

Systems may be automatically controlled using adaptive
control techniques, which can automatically alter their
actions in response to changes in their operating
circumstances. Accurate system parameters are not
necessary for high-performance systems. Even still, this
control technique has a significant computational
complexity [14]. Adaptive control is used in [7,9,66–72].

Control parameters are predicted using a system model
by predictive controllers. Based on a predetermined
optimization criterion, the controller utilizes this information
to gain the optimum actuation. Because of its quick dynamic
response time, nonlinearities, and limitations, this controller
may be used in a variety of systems, including those with
many variables, and it is also simple to design. Predictive
controllers need far more calculations than conventional
controllers. [73–77] make advantage of this strategy.
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The differential equations that govern the dynamic
behavior of the controlled system are generated and
discretized in the deadbeat control theory. Using these
equations, the control signal for state variables is
computed at the start of each sample period in order to
attain the reference values at the end of the sampling
period. There are other instances of this controller in the
literature [8,10,78–83].

An MPC flexible criteria specifies a cost function that
should be reduced in order to pick the best course of action
for a given situation. A model of the system is employed
in this method to anticipate the behavior of the variables
up to a given time. Control system nonlinearities and
system restrictions are readily included into MPC during
the design stage [14]. There is a controller in the control
system in [11,84–94].

By mimicking the brain's capacity for intelligence,
intelligent control may achieve automation. The control
challenge may be solved by borrowing ideas from the way
biological systems deal with issues [95].

The fundamental concept of repetitive controllers (RC)
is derived from the internal model principle. Closed loop
tracking and excellent rejection may be obtained if the
model of any disturbance or reference is introduced. [96–
104] makes advantage of repetitive controllers. During a
period, the error signal should be saved in order to
establish whether or not the mistake has been eliminated
or reduced in subsequent periods. Nonlinear loads may be
controlled with a repeating device. The dynamic response
of this controller, notwithstanding its suitable performance
in the face of periodic nonlinear loads, is undesirable. A
parallel or cascade structure may be used to combine the
repetitive controller with highly dynamic response
controllers in order to tackle this issue.

Virtually every part of the human brain is replicated in
a neural network (NN). An optional function mapping may
be estimated, and a greater fault tolerance can be achieved.
When utilized in a system control, NN may be trained on-
or off-line [14]. [105,106] make use of this controller.

Using fuzzy control, a clever human's understanding of
a system may be defined and put into action to govern the
system. The following parts are found in this controller
[95]:

a. It's a set of rules on how to regulate that make up
the rule-base.

b. It is necessary to "fuzzify" the numerical inputs
before they can be utilized by the inference method.

c. Using information gathered via fuzzification, the
inference mechanism determines which rules should be
applied to the present situation; it also relies on what the
plant input is required to generate judgments.

d. Using defuzzification, the inference mechanism
produces a numerical output for the plant based on its
findings. The fuzzy controller is used in [107–111].

Complex tasks may be carried out by autonomous
systems. Engineers aim to automate human knowledge and
techniques directly in order to achieve high degrees of
automation in the process of increasing autonomy. In

[112], this controller is employed
the open-loop grid synchronization algorithms.

However, theabsence of PLL restricts the possibilities of an
open-loop method. When dealing with steady state defects,
open-loop techniques lose their appeal when real-time
frequency monitoring is not available. Grid synchronization
employs PLL the most frequently because to its simplicity,
dependability, and efficiency. On the basis of their benefits
and disadvantages, as well as their potential for future
improvement, we want to evaluate the performance of
several single-phase and three-phase PLL synchronization
systems [32]-[37].

IV. ASSESSMENT ON CONTROLLRS USED IN THE
GRID CONNECTED INVERTER SYSTEM

There are several control systems to choose from, and
their features are briefly discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
In many articles, the listed approaches are combined in various
ways. To accomplish the duties outlined in section one, the
control systems in each of these applications are designed with
this as their primary objective. Control systems that have been
employed in legitimate scientific papers will be examined here.
Table 1 summarizes the most critical features of each group

Ref. ApplicationFilter Control
Parameter

Modulationn Reference
e Frame

Feedback Controller Implementationn

[3]
DG LCL Power,

Voltage,
PWM abc- Single

loop
Classic Analog,Digital
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[4]
DG LC Current,

Voltage
SVM abc-dq Dual

loop
Classic Analog,Digital

[5]
DG LC Current,

Voltage
SPWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic Analog,Digital

[6]
DG L Voltage VLUT abc-dq Single

loop
Classic Analog,Digital

[7]
General LCL Current,

Voltage
SPWM abc- Dual

loop
Adaptive Analog,Digital

[8]
General L Current PWM abc- Single

loop
DB Digital

[9]
APF LC Current SVM abc-dq Dual

loop
Adaptive,
Repetitive

Digital

[10]
General LCL Current PWM abc-dq Dual

loop
DB Digital

[11]
DG LCL Current SVM abc- Dual

loop
Adaptive,
MPC

Digital

[17]
DG L Current,

Power
PWM abc-dq Dual

loop
Classic Analog

[18]
APF LC Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic Analog

[19]
APF L Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic Analog

[27]
DG L Current PWM abc- Single

loop
Classic Analog

[28]
PV LC Power,

Voltage,
PWM abc-dq Dual

loop
Classic Analog

[30]
General LCL Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic, PR Analog,Digital

[31]
DG L Current,

Power
SVPWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic, PR Analog

[32]
DG LCL Current,

Voltage
SVM abc- Single-

loop
PR Analog

[33]
General LCL Current PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
Classic, PR Analog

[34]
PV LCL Current PWM abc- Single-

loop
PR Analog

[35]
PV LCL Current SVM abc- Single-

loop
PR Analog

[36]
General LCL Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
PR Analog

[37]
General LCL Current SPWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic, PR Analog

[43]
General LCL Current PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
LQG Digital

[44]
PV L Current SVPWM abc- Single-

loop
PR, LQG Digital

[45]
UPS LC Voltage PWM abc- Dual

loop
SMC,
Fuzzy

Analog

[50]
PV L Current PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
SMC Analog

[52]
PV LCL Power,

Voltage,
PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
PFL Analog

[53]
General LC Current,

Voltage
PWM abc- Dual

loop
Classic,
Hysteresis

Analog

[54]
General L Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
Hysteresis Analog

[58]
General LCL Current PWM abc- Single-

loop
Hysteresis,
MPC

Digital

[61]
General LC Current PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
H∞,

Repetitive
Analog
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[62]
General LC Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
H∞ Analog

[66]
DG LC Power PWM abc-dq Dual

loop
Adaptive Analog

[67]
DG LC Voltage SVPWM abc-dq Single-

loop
Adaptive Analog

[68] DG LC Voltage SVPWM abc-dq Single- Adaptive Analog

[71]
General L Current SPWM abc- Single-

loop
Adaptive,
Repetitive

Digital

[72]
General L Current PWM abc- Dual

loop
Adaptive Digital

[73]
UPS LC Voltage SVM abc-dq Single-

loop
Predictive Digital

[76]
PV, APF L Power PWM abc- Dual

loop
Fuzzy,

Predictive
Digital

[77]
PV, APF L Power PWM abc- Dual

loop
SMC,

Predictive
Digital

[78]
General L Current SVM abc-dq Single-

loop
DB Digital

[79]
General L Current PWM abc-dq Single-

loop
Adaptive,DB Digital

[80]
UPS LC Current,

Voltage
PWM abc- Dual

loop
DB Digital

[81]
DG L Current SVPWM abc-dq Single-

loop
DB Digital

[83]
UPS LC Voltage PWM abc- Single-

loop
DB,

Repetitive
Digital

[84]

DG LC Power PWM abc Single-
loop MPC

Analog

[85]

DG LCL,
LC

Power,
Voltage,

PWM abc Single-
loop MPC

Analog

[86]

General LCL Voltage,
Current

PWM abc Single-
loop MPC

Digital

[87]

General L Current PWM abc- Single-
loop MPC

Digital

[91]
General L Current SVPWM abc-dq Single-

loop MPC
Digital

[94]

PV L Current SVM abc-dq Single-
loop MPC

Digital

[96]
DG LC Current,

Power
PWM abc- Dual

loop Classic,
Repetitive

Analog

[97]
PV L Current SVM abc-dq Single-

loop Classic,
Repetitive

Digital

[101] General LC Voltage PWM abc- Single-
loop Repetitiv

e

Digital

[102] General L Current,
Voltage

PWM abc Single-
loop Classic,

Repetitive

Digital

[103] UPS LC Voltage,
Current

SPWM abc-dq Dual
loop Repetitiv

e

Digital

[104] General LCL Current PWM abc- Single-
loop RC

Analog,Digital

[105] PV L Power PWM abc Dual
loop Fuzzy,

NN

Digital
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[106]
PV L Power PWM Three-

phase,abc
Dual
loop Classic,

NN

Analog,Digital

[112]
DG LCL Power,

Voltage,
Current

PWM
abc-

Dual
loop Autonom

ous

Analog

Table 1. Assessments on controllers
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This table provides a useful starting point for selecting and
presenting the required aspects of a control system to the
reader. This table includes a variety of articles since it is
thought that various approaches from previous sections may
be employed in DPGS control systems. A combination of
adaptive or robust approaches with other controllers is more
often employed in recent papers. Some publications also
advise combining RC with a fast controller in parallel or
enhancing RC speed in other ways.

gital RC is a good option for most control systems in
grid connected DPGS, based on an analysis of the control
system characteristics and the fact that they are AC periodic
loads. This controller's low speed, on the other hand, results
in a slower dynamic reaction time for the

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, simulation of grid connected converter
with dq control method is discussed to control the real
power and reactive power in system.

Figure 4. Real Power control of control of grid connected
Inverter by dq control method

Figure 4 shows the Simulink model of real power
control of grid connected inverter by dq control method. In
this method real power of the grid is control by means of
direct axis current control method. Direct axis current of the
grid is compared with reference current and it is processed
via PI controller and decoupled concept to generate the
control signal for PWM generator. The PWM generator
generates pulse for the inverter to control the real power on
the inverter.

Figure 5. Results of Grid voltage, grid Current, Id & Iq
current, Real and reactive power in the grid

Figure 5 show the results of grid voltage, current, Id and

Iq current, real and reactive power of the grid. Reference
current is maintained 50 A from 0 to 1 sec. after one second,
reference current is changed from 50 to -50 A and
corresponding results are presented in the Figure 5. From 0 to
1 sec, inverter supply the real power to the grid and after on
second, grid supply the real power to inverter. Here real
power is controlled effective in the system by means of dq
control method.

Figure 6 shows the Simulink model of reactive power
control of grid connected inverter by dq control method. In
this method reactive power of the grid is control by means of
quadrature axis current control method. quadrature axis
current of the grid is compared with reference current
generated from reactive power compensation system and it is
processed via PI controller and decoupled concept to
generate the control signal for PWM generator. The PWM
generator generates pulse for the inverter to control the
reactive power on the inverter.

Figure 6. Reactive Power control of grid connected Inverter
by dq control method

Figure 7. Reactive power of the gird, Inverter and Load

Figure 7 show the results of reactive power grid, inverter
and load. Load reactive power is maintain at 24 kVAR from
0 to 1 sec. after one second, load reactive power is changed
from 24 kVAR to -33 kVAR A and corresponding results are
presented in the Figure 5. For both
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reactive power load condition, inverter only supply the
reactive to the load and reactive power from grid is zero.
And here reactive power of the inverter controlled
effectively by means of dq control methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

Many distinct kinds of control systems have been
investigated in this study, and the most essential
characteristics of each of these systems have been classified
and briefly described. It is important to remember that each
feature should be chosen by the designer in accordance with
his or her needs.

The key parameters must be selected based on the
current state of the system and the anticipated duties
performed by the control system. Power and control system
configurations should then be developed.

System comparison and application were discussed in
detail in the fourth part after a thorough study of the various
systems. There were credible and fresh publications that
employed robust or adaptable approaches with other
controllers to meet the predicted tasks of the control system,
which were discovered by comparison of various articles.

D-Q Control algorithm has proved better in controlling
real and reactive power during grid-interconnection.
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